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!E-pub ? Nocturnal ? Stray Bullets From The Hunting Club Have Hit Her House Before, But
When One Pierces Her Wall, Alaina Decamps To The Wash Shed For Safety She Nearly
Has Heart Failure When She Discovers She S Sharing Her Safe Harbor With A Wounded
Panther Ralphie Is No Ordinary Two Hundred Plus Pound Great Cat, Though He S
Amazingly Intelligent And, When She Takes Him Into Her Home, She Finds He S Also
Disturbingly Affectionate To Keep The Hunters Off Her Property, She Hires A Man To Build
A Fence But, Raphael Doucette, The Dangerously Attractive Stranger She Hires Seems To
Have An Unhealthy Interest In What S Going On At The Hunting Club And His Own Agenda
Rating Contains Explicit Sexual Content, Violence, Graphic Adult Language, And Some
Situations Which Could Be Offensive To Sensitive Readers This was so bad I wouldn t say
the heroine was weak, because that isn t completely true, but she had no self esteem,
seemed to lack the ability to make good judgment calls and was overly needy I didn t like
that she was coming out of a on again off again abusive relationship I sort of expected her
to get stuck in something like that rather than empathizing with her situation And of course,
the next man s arms she runs to is someone with a mucky past and a vendetta against a
group of people who is actively seeking his revenge through committing a number of
murders plural Of course, he doesn t really want anything to do with her, long term So
OBVIOUSLY, she falls in love with him And when he leaves her right after he also leaves
her a large sum of money and she finds out she is pregnant she breaks down into tears and
is thankful that he didn t leave her alone Seriously.As if that wasn t bad enough, he is also a

big panther shape shifter That s all well and good, except for the fact he sexually molests
her on several occasions while in cat form She s conflicted by this, naturally, but keeps it to
herself and continues to feed and welcome the cat into her home AND BED Please, do
yourself a favour and leave this book on the shelf. Lots of actionHunky panther shifterNice,
likeable heroineNot just a sex bookand, of course, the heroine gets pregnant Did not finish
with only like 80 pages to go.Right after he showed her that he shapeshifted, I gave up.This
book is dumb.I wasn t fond of the main character I thought she was dumb, low self esteem
and jumped from one abusive relationship to another This was to garner sympathy Sorry
hun, your an idiot.Raphael had no personality Why the fuck did she call the cat Ralphie
That made no sense No one calls their cat Ralphie The first and only name she decides to
call him is nearly close enough identical to his actual name Sure SUrrrrrrre What was the
point of Bobby the vet ex boyfriend He was just over the top ridiculous.I didn t even care
about animal sex which has other readers freaking out I was rolling my eyes at her
reactions to it OMG, I hated all the assumptions she made Literally the entire book is her
jumping to conclusions I hated her inner monologue exclamation mark used sarcastically
since her inner monologue used them all the time The over all plot was just dumb Gave up.
This was a weird book I actually know nothing about the hero at all, after having read the
whole thing Very strange and unexpected The entire book is about the heroine, but
because she has no friends to speak of it has a somewhat surrealistic feel, with most of the
information we get as readers filtered through the heroine s eyes and mind The hero isa
catalyst for things to happen to the heroine I guess But on the other hand, the heroine
doesn t really go through much development This is my favorite of what I ve read by
Madelaine Montague as of yet It was a very satisfying read that left nothing hanging
unanswered and I love when a book satisfies that aspect.Two people that have experienced
a great sense of true loss One is hell bent on revenge and the other is just living life day by
day Once fate has its course set there is no stopping what unfolds and the magnetic pull to
another whether it s wanted or not Alaina is immediately drawn to Rafe and the same goes
for him to her They work together on an exciting, sensual, fun and dreamy path to tie loose
ends and put a stop to Alaina s home getting bullet holes on a frequent basis What happens
after that surprised me and I know other readers will enjoy Hunky were panther Rafe is set
out to avenge the murder of his wife and sons Alaina is stunned to find a wounded panther
on her property who seems to be domesticated Rafe , injured in Panther form he is
attracted to Alaina, she thinks Ralphie the name she gives the panther is a bit perverted,
but keeps him hidden when hunters from next door, the police all come to her place looking
for the wild beast Rave takes a job building a fence for Alaina, sparks fly I liked this story,
recommend it

Predicatable from start to finish but the hotness of the guy makes up for the dull pace of the
book Nice were cat novel overall nice not great Okay did I just read what I thought I read
view spoiler I can t believe the author actually had sex acts performed while in beast form
hide spoiler Inventive use of his tongue But it s the same thing in all the books I ve read so
far She ends up pregnant.
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